AD 31ST ERA (1501 – 1550 AD): 31ST SIGN SERPENS “SNAKE CRUSHES VICTIMS IN COILS”

STAR PROPHECY

This is Ismail. Look at his hat! Is that not the shape of coils of a snake? Here is the key insight: Ismail is not in power; he is under power of the clerics.

SERPENS is the line of stars – separated by the leg of Ophiuchus “Life & Death Struggle” which is stepping over SERPENS to place his foot on the head of Scorpio “Seed of Satan”. Stars:

Unuk in the neck: “Encompassing”.
Alya in the tail: “The Accursed”.
Al Hay: “The Reptile”.
Chelebralrai in the jaw: “The Serpent Enfolding”.
Caput: “Head”, Cauda: “Tail”.

SERPENS has a cold-blooded agenda for absolute rule: (1) All-encompassing – every aspect of life is affected; (2) Intense pressure on mind & will, like squeezing power of the snake’s coils choking out breath; (3) Swallowing victims whole: accursed.

This sign is connected prophetically to extreme religious sects or orders. Example: Catholic Jesuits / Persian Shi’ites. These sects impose strict rules / Sharia Law on all relying on disproportionate penalties for non-compliance: (prison, torture, death) to keep obedience.

SERPENS has an arch-rival: Ophiuchus (Lutherans / Ottomans) who wipe SERPENS between their legs!

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Look at all the coiling snakes and their antagonists:

1501 AD Safavids accept Shi’ite Islam under Ismail.
1507 AD Ismail conquers a city in Eastern Anatolia
1511 AD Battle of Merv: Ismail defeats Uzbeks
1512 AD Ottomans invade Levant, Egypt, Arabia
1514 AD Ottomans defeat Safavids: Annex Kurdistan
1517 AD Luther’s 97 Theses in Wittenberg, Saxony
1520 AD Cortez’ Spanish victory over Aztecs
1521 AD Edict of Worms: Lutherans & Catholics split
1524 AD Ismail dies: civil wars in Iran for decades
1527 AD Diet of Speyer: German states pick a religion
1531 AD Luther says all Catholic clergy are sodomites
1532-42 AD Spanish conquest of Inca
1534 AD Jesuit Order founded under ‘Blessed Virgin’
1545 AD Catholics massacre the Waldensians